Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
30. Beloved Moses Escorts me to a Mother Ship
Where Light Being Scientists Share Healing Wisdom
For Humanity and Planet Earth.
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, Please come and sit with me this morning and Share
your Sacred Wisdom and Gifts of Healing.
“Greetings to you this fine day. I have much to share with you.
Know you’re on the Trail to discovering how to Heal Yourself. There are
many from this side of the Veil Helping, Guiding and Assisting you on your
journey. Hold the Thought ‘No Rush’ and things will flow easier for you.”
“Now I ask you to take another Beautiful deep Breath! Close your
Eyes and I’ll guide you into the Great Beyond of Higher Consciousness.”
I Feel Moses take hold of my arm by my elbow and I Feel instant Joy,
Bliss and waves of Healing Light pour Throughout my Body. It Feels like
we’re in a boat or ship moving and swaying through space. I open my
Eyes and See darkness and many stars sparkling as we enter the Milky
Way area.
I Hear Sweet Pulsing Music and notice a Ring of what appears to be
Space Ships sending Coding Light Signals back and forth.
Moses is taking me to the Big Mother Ship. As we enter from below
we go through an archway and find a double line of Master Light Beings
welcoming us as Royalty.
I notice I have a long white gown on with Purple Sparkling
Gemstones flickering in All the Golden Healing Lights. They All know me
and address me as the “Lady of Light.” I do not think I know any of them,
but Moses tells me, “I will remember very soon.”
This is a different type of meeting than any I have experienced so
far. This will be for the Planet Earth’s ability to Transform to Higher
Consciousness Easier and with Less Disruption to All upon Her.

Moses shares, “That I am among the Highest Level of what I would
call Scientists, and that they will be Downloading New Higher Level
Technology into my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head for me to
Download into the Iron Core Crystal Grid in Mother Earth.”
“Most of these will be Codes, Communications, and Processes, to
Clean and Heal the damage Humanity has inflicted upon Earth and Her
waterways, air, soil, and the toxins to mention just a few. The Healing
techniques for our Scientists, Doctors, Political leaders, Financial
Institutions and Teachers also will be needed to allow Humanity and
Mother Earth to Raise their Consciousness so that we can Unite with the
rest of the Galaxies.”
I Hear Tones, Tap, Tap, Tap, Tap, Ohmmm and Feel warmth fill my
Head. My Head is Shaking and my teeth are Chattering as if I were very
cold but I am not.
Moses shares, “That it is the Higher Vibrations causing these
movements and it will not last long” and it did not.
I am swaying as though I was lying in a big Hammock. I Hear soft
music and more Toning. I am at Peace and I know what is happening to
me is for the Highest Good for All and I am Thankful for this experience.
Now things are changing.
Moses shares, “That the Downloading for the Great Mother Earth is
completed and it was a unique and Different Experience for what would
come next.”
“Now we will be Downloading Gifts of Higher Awareness for All
upon and within Mother Earth. It will be for all the plants, animals,
insects, and mammals, and Humans, giving All men, women and children
ability to shift to Higher Awareness and Consciousness. Deletion Codes
will be put in place to provide an easier, quicker way to Let Go of the Past
Programming, all the Control by Dark Forces that have been trying to take
over Planet Earth from the beginning of the Earth Experiment!
“This will provide the Foundation that the Divine Creator gave to us
before the Fall from Grace that happened when outside Dark Forces
Interfered with the Original Divine Blue Print, when they Implanted
Devices within our Beingness to dismantle our Twelve DNA Strands down

to only Two DNA Strands. This provided them a means to Control us and
all our Authority Leaders affecting our Health, Governments, Finances,
Warring, Military, Children, Teens, and Adults creating our Devolution.”
“This Wisdom and the Codes will provide a means to Re-claim and
Remember who we really are. We are Co-Creators with the Great Divine
Creator ‘IS’, for we are All Sparks of the Great One. We are All God’s
Children. It is Time to Awaken to our True Identity. These changes will
put into place the Foundation and Focus to turn our Belief Systems
around and Release All Negative Controlling Devices that we are Not
Aware of at this time!”
“This will provide a means for Everyone to stand up and claim their
Divine Birthright of Oneness with the Divine Creator free of Pain, Sorrow
and Disappointment. This will then be Replaced with Love, Peace and
Harmony. Sickness, War, Pain, Hunger, Death, and All that has caused
Pain and Suffering will Vanish and be Replaced with Divine Bliss and
Divine Knowing.”
Again I Hear Tap, Tap, Tap, Tap, then Chimes, Chimes, and more
Chimes. I Love the Feeling that is moving into my Crystal Bed in the Back
of my Head and Every Cell in my Body. All my chakras are Pulsing. I Hear
Clicking as though Switches are being moved or opened. I Feel I am
expanding very wide and tall with a Pulsing in All Directions.
Moses shares, “To Worry Not, I am safe.”
How wonderful to have Beloved Moses by my side still touching my
arm to provide a means to make all of this possible! It should be known
that these Gifts I am sharing are because Beloved Moses has offered to
provide the Arc of His Sacred Energy providing the Divine Intervention to
again set Humanity Free, just like He did for the Divine Creator when He
led the Israelites out of Egypt so long ago. Seems we have almost come
full circle.
Now that my Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head is full of all the New
Sacred Knowledge and Healing Gifts it is time to Download all that has
been given to me through all my Chakras and All the Cells in my Body
down through my legs and into Mother Earth, then down into the Iron
Core crystal Grid deep within Mother Earth. It then is Pulsed throughout
the entire Earth Grid System and then Pulses its way back up through my

Body and out the top of my Head! It flows through an Open Gateway
through the Top of my Head and goes out the Front and Back of my Heart
to All Humanity.
I am told, “I have become a walking, talking Divine Light and So It Is,
So Be It.” I am sleepy and “Blissed Out!”
Moses tells me to “Close my Eyes and Rest,” as He returns me Safely
to my chair in my living room at the desert. “Peace Be With You my
Child!”
“I am your Beloved Moses.”
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